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Welcome to the
Fall / Winter 2016 collection
Season after season, Coal takes pride in the headwear and accessories we
produce, evidenced by the quality and thoughtfulness of our designs. That’s
not changing now, or ever.
Here you will find a collection designed for brisk afternoons and bright starry nights,
perhaps on the tailgate of a truck before a pickup game or tromping through the
snow in your favorite winter wonderland. Fall/Winter ’16 is filled with all new
silhouettes, rich patches and embroideries, as well as many styles with increased
comfort and performance—classic silhouettes have been updated with unexpected
colors and timeless fabrics, reconfirming the age-old adage that variety is the spice
of life. Complementary to our knits, caps and hats is the Technical Collection.
This innovative category contains both revamped styles and new pieces ready to
protect you from the elements on your next adventure.

History

Mission

In 2002 a group of friends got together to start a company that reflected their shared vision: headwear should
be more than an accessory. We saw an opportunity to
provide the market with accessories that took fit, fashion,
and function equally seriously, and looked at headwear
as an extension of you, your identity and your lifestyle.
Design was—and still is—the main factor of every style.
From the color and yarn / material type, to the way we
brand each piece and most importantly the fit and look
when worn. Today we continue to strive to create the
best possible headwear out there. It’s all about design,
uncompromising attention to detail, and superior components.

Coal was founded on the belief that headwear is more
than an accessory. It’s part of you, your identity, and your
lifestyle. We build this idea into each of our designs by
using quality materials and exacting detail, and crafting
styles that are as unique as you are.
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The Drifter

The finest short brim fedora with a classic pinch front,
made of crushable wool felt. Wrapped with a cotton cord
headband and metal emblem at side. Sold individually by
color / by size.

Crushable wool felt.
Available in S
(55cm), M (57cm),
and L (59cm)

The Hats

Brown

The Howell

Black

The Horizon

Forest Green
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A classic Coal piece reinvented, this wide brim fedora is
comprised of crushable wool felt in rich saturated hues,
with a double layered grosgrain ribbon band. Finished
with a metal Coal emblem at side. Made in the USA. Sold
individually by color / by size.

Black

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Crushable wool felt.
Available in S (56.5cm),
M (58cm), and L (60cm)

The Lee

Olive

coalheadwear.com

Heather Black

Introducing an all new fedora that is bound to have heads
turning. We utilized a timeless upturned brim silhouette,
ultra-wearable wool colors and trimmed it minimally with our
classic lapel style pin. Made in the USA. Sold individually by
color / by size.

Crushable wool felt.
Available in S (55cm)
M (57cm) and L
(59cm)

Khaki

A wide brim fedora utilizing our custom block, fashioned in
wool felt. Outfitted with a leather cord that wraps around as a
headband and continues through to function as a chin cord.
Finished with our metal label at side. Sold individually by
color / by size.

Wool felt.
Available in M (57cm)
and L (59cm)

Heather Black
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The Harmon

Heather Grey

The Traveler

The Harmon is as stylish as they come, featuring a pinch
front with a subtle grosgrain ribbon headband. Finished
with a metal logo emblem at side. Sold individually by
color / by size.

Wool felt.
Available in M (57cm)
and L (59cm)

Heather Brown

Practically the Swiss Army knife of travel hats, the Traveler will
protect you no matter what the adventure. The sturdy ripstop cotton
outer features a hidden stash pocket and moisture wicking bamboo
charcoal sweatband. For Fall 16 we have added pop color details
with a contrast color drawcord, and all new prints on the inside to
inspire your next outdoor mission. Sold individually by color / by size.

Cotton.
Available in M
(58.5cm) and L
(60.5)

The Warren

The Warren is a timeless driver, offered in classic wool
patterns with contrasting, soft flannel brims. Both options
feature satin lining and metal label at side. Sold individually
by color / by size.

Black Herringbone

The Spackler

Wool blend.
Available in M (58cm)
and L (60cm)

Brown Plaid

Get out there. An adventure hat outfitted in ripstop cotton,
featuring venting mesh grommets at side, an adjustable webbing chin strap and finished off with a stamped leather front
patch. Choose between unfailing solid colors or our custom
fall leaf camo. Sold individually by color / by size.

Cotton.
Available in M
(58.5cm) and L
(60.5)

Navy

Olive
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The Hats
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The Wilderness

This cap has transcended from just a hat to a full-blown lifestyle. A
classic corduroy trucker featuring our custom wildlife embroideries
and coordinated printed lining. Introducing new embroideries, and
awesome new colors to pump up this Coal original. Trimmed with
a cord across the bill and woven Coal label at the adjustable snap
back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

The Tahoma

Khaki

Olive (Snake)

Navy (Griz)

Grey (Fish)

Royal Blue (Eagle)

Black (Fish)

Brown (Stag)

The Lore

Forest Green

Navy
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Deep in the heart of the forest dwell living things once thought
to be the stuff of legends. We have taken photographs of these
creatures and rendered meticulous embroideries in their likeness.
Find them emblazoned on our custom foam front cap made of
soft brushed canvas, with an adjustable snap back. Coal label at
back adjuster. Sold individually by color.

The Caps
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Black
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A cap built to withstand cool temps and long days. Lightweight
twill backed in foam and a new custom leather patch pair well
with the metal grommets and snap back closure. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

Slate

Cotton.
OSFM

Purple

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection
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The Tracker

Our fitted earflap five panel with an oh-so-classy leather patch.
Warm quilted flannel lines the body and earflaps. Ties allow you to
wear the flaps up and out of the way or secured under your chin
for warmth. Sold individually by color / by size.

Nylon with wool
blend flannel.
M (57.5cm) and
L (60cm)

One of our favorite collaborations has returned for
Fall 16. Our all-purpose, 5-panel cap presented in a
true DIY fashion: The Richmond 5-panel cap paired
with a specially sized bar of Otter Wax, created exclusively for Coal. Otter Wax enables custom weatherproofing of your cap through the simple application
of a wax bar.

Navy

Black

Olive

The Pinnacle

When there’s a nip in the air, put something toasty on your head.
This fully insulated earflap hat features a velcro chin strap, a soft,
brushed microfiber outer, and a chill new mountain patch Sir
Edmund Hillary would be jealous of. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
OSFM

The Richmond SE

Blue

The Richmond SE is a classic flat-brimmed 5 panel cap
made of untreated cotton canvas with lightweight mesh
lining, taped seams, a subtle embroidered logo at front
and stamped leather strap back. Sold individually by color.

OSFM

Charcoal

Dark Olive

The Caps

Light Brown

Charcoal

Black
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Cotton.
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The Clive

This herringbone quilted knit five panel is completed with mesh
lining and a microsuede bill. A fine leather strap back closure
keeps this hat snug while the custom patch ties it all together.
Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
OSFM

The Ned

This shallow fitting strap back cap comes in the greatest fabric of
all: CORDUROY. You’re sure to fall in love with the subtle ridges and
handsome stamped leather patch. The Ned may be your new best
friend. Sold individually by color.

Dark Olive

Cotton.
OSFM

Khaki

Navy

Charcoal

The Richmond

Red

This classic flat-brimmed 5 panel cap is built with soft flannel
and decorated with a custom front patch. Its lightweight mesh
lining, taped seams and slide adjustable back ensure lasting
quality. Sold individually by color.

Heather Navy
Flannel

Heather Black
Flannel

Heather Grey
Flannel
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Wool and Cotton
blends.
OSFM

The Great
Outdoors

Between camping in the summer and summiting in the winter,
you live a busy life. Let your hat do the talking with the Great
Outdoors, a must-have for enthusiasts of all things outside.
Cotton canvas cap with a mesh panel at inside front and a YKK
slide adjuster at back. Let the good times roll. Sold individually
by color.

Black

Cotton.
OSFM

Light Brown

Grey

coalheadwear.com
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The Summit

Space age materials (in this case nylon) meet an alpine aesthetic
to create the Summit. Part timeless, part tech, like yin and yang
melding to create the ultimate cap. Completed with a shallow
crown, mesh insert at inside front and adorned with a craggy
patch. Sold individually by color.

Green

Nylon.
OSFM

Brown

Charcoal

Purple

The Best
Friend

Isn’t it a drag that you can’t bring your favorite pets to school
and work? This structureless five panel cap solves that problem
by melding the best embroideries on earth with soft cotton twill,
all to serve as a keepsake when your furry or feathered friends
are away. Sold individually by color.

The Junior

This shallow fitting, structureless hat is adorned with reminders of
your favorite pastimes. Whether hunkered down in a van awaiting
the best breaks, capturing your friends’ antics on film, or keeping
the fire stoked, the Junior’s classic cotton twill and round shaped
crown, and merit badge style patches make the perfect companion.
Sold individually by color.

Khaki

Navy

Burgundy

Black

Cotton.
OSFM

Cotton.
OSFM

Khaki

Black

Lilac
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The Classic

Wine

Inspired by athletic caps of years gone by with a slightly
shallower fit and classic squared-off shape. Fashioned out of
wool blend twill with an embroidered patch designed exclusively for this style. Finished with our signature woven label
at the adjustable snap back. Sold individually by color.

Heather Grey

Navy

The Ebb Tide

Wool acrylic blend.
OSFM

Black

Not just an homage to a Seattle institution, this sturdy cap
with nautical patch and contrast cording could withstand the
fiercest squalls. Finished with our signature woven label at
the adjustable snap-back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

In a basement tattoo parlor in Sapporo, Japan, the
Abunai (Japanese for Danger) Crew was born. No
ooze developed them or mutant karate powers were
bestowed upon them, rather an uncanny ability to
stop the van and shred anything in their path. Partly
comprised of Coal Ambassadors Austen Sweetin,
Brandon Cocard, and Cale Zima, the Abunai Crew
acts as a unit and fears almost nothing.
Black

The Abunai
Crew SE

Do you scoff at danger? Consider yourself a risk taker? To
celebrate the inaugural season of the Abunai Crew, a mellow
fitting snap back with no structure and no rules was developed.
Inspired by the tattoos they—Austen Sweetin, Brandon Cocard,
and Cale Zima—got in Japan, the artwork on this cap is unlike
anything this side of the Pacific. Sold individually by color.

Black
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Cotton.
OSFM

The Palmer

Light Brown

The Caps
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Dark Navy

Charcoal

A cap built from scratch. Our custom fit, made of cotton twill
throughout with the classic Coal script patch at front. Finished with our signature woven label at the snap back. Sold
individually by color.

Navy

Cotton.
OSFM

Black

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection
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The Pack

Are you hungry like the wolf but have a smaller head? You
will fit right in with the Pack. This embroidered trucker hat is
a slimmed down, shallower version of the Hauler which has
captured the hearts and noggins of wearers for years. Sold
individually by color.

Cotton and poly mesh.
OSFM

The Burnout

Black

Polyester.
OSFM

Brown

Black

Khaki

The Hauler

Built from the ground up and utilizing our custom body, the
Hauler is like your uncle’s classic trucker cap: deep and
roomy with a foam backed front panel. Outdoor inspired
logo patch and woven label at adjustable snap back. Sold
individually by color.

Grey

Light Brown

The Bureau

This cap is a spin on a classic. Utilizing our custom Hauler
block, the cap has a squared-off brim, with a bear or moose
patch on a foam backed front panel. Mesh back and discreet
woven label at adjustable snap back finish it cleanly. Sold
individually by color.

Charcoal

Navy
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Best paired with hair metal, Pilsner, and Canadian friends
named Terry and Deaner. This foamy, mesh sided, trucker
has savage moto skeletons on it so your mom probably
won’t approve. Hide the hockey hair, wrench on the bike,
and remember to always give’r! Sold individually by color.

The Caps

OSFM

Black

Olive

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Cotton and poly mesh.

Cotton and poly mesh.
OSFM

Black
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The Knits
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The Walker
A beautifully knit beanie, it should actually be called heaven
for your head. Super soft, 100% cashmere yarn is expertly
knit into the coziest, cuffed beanie. Finished with our metal
emblem at the crown. Sold individually by color.

Black

The Purcell

Cashmere.

A Nordic inspired beanie intricately cast in super soft yarn. Fully
fleece lined for added warmth and finished with a pom pom on
top and leather label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Charcoal

Heather Grey

The Taylor

Heather Grey

Brown

Navy

Olive
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The Knits

Heather Grey
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Heather Grey

Fine Merino
wool.

Black

The Emerson

A heavy gauge rib knit beanie is softened up with super warm
American mohair yarn. Wear cuffed for a sharp look, or unroll
for added warmth over your ears. Classic Coal woven label at
side. Sold individually by color.

Brown

Heather Grey

This ultra fine knit merino beanie will keep you cozy at your
cabin, or stylish downtown. Can be worn cuffed or unrolled,
with a woven label at side. Sold individually by color.

Lambswool
blend.

The Edward

Black

Olive

The Mesa

Our innovative style featuring our original whipstitch detail at
back. When worn it sits back on your head for a truly modern
fit. Cast in a heathered tweed yarn and trimmed with our signature herringbone woven side label. Sold individually by color.

Charcoal

Navy

Silky acrylic
with fleece
lining.

coalheadwear.com

Heathered Merino wool helps keep you warm no matter the
forecast. Breathable and lightweight, the Emerson can be worn
cuffed or unrolled for a modern, relaxed style. Sold in three
pack by color.

Mohair
acrylic blend.

Heather Red

Charcoal

Fine Merino
wool.

Heather Grey

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection
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The Sweater

The Yukon Brim

A sweater for your noggin, only better. Intricately knit pattern with
cables at top and softly ribbed stripes. Fully lined in super soft
fleece, trimmed with a pom pom at top and nickel metal label at
side. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather Black

Heather
Burgundy

Heather Grey

Same great features of the iconic Yukon beanie upgraded
with a cuffed brim detail. Fleece banding on the inside for
extra warmth, with suede label trim at cuff. Sold in three
pack by color.

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Crème

Crème

Olive

A slouchy, oversized beanie knit in a super soft waffle pattern. Featuring our original whipstitch detail at back for that
perfect fit. Finished with our suede label at side. Sold in
three pack by color.

Black

Navy

Brick Red

Mustard
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The Knits

Black
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Black

Navy

Black

Turquoise

Khaki

Super soft
acrylic with
fleece band.

Charcoal

The Kelso

A heritage inspired beanie with a traditional fit, expertly knit
in wooly heathered yarns, with textured knit details. Features
a Coal suede label and fleece banding for added warmth.
Sold in three pack by color.

Grey

Dark Red

Our original hand-crocheted waffle knit beanie updated with
fleece banding for added warmth and versatility. Finished
with herringbone woven label. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

The Yukon

Dark Red

Grey

The Waffle

The Soma

Teal

Navy

Wool with
fleece band.

Olive

Crème

coalheadwear.com

Navy

Wool with
fleece band.

An old school, logoed and cuffed beanie, fully lined in fleece for
cold weather comfort. Custom Coal logo artwork and rib cuff.
Can be worn rolled or unrolled for a slouchy fit. Sold in three
pack by color.

Black

Heather
Burgundy

Grey

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Pink
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The Nations

The Summit Beanie

Wear this throwback ski toque with pride. Emblazoned with
national flags, this beanie combines full fleece lining, rolled rib
cuff and a multi color pom pom. Sold in three pack by color.

FR

US

DE

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

A revamped original, the Summit Beanie is waffle knit with a
rolled cuff. A majestic and craggy mountain patch is found on
the side. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Royal
Blue

CA

The Odyssey

Navy (Latitude)

Black

Brown

The Uniform +

The Odyssey is all about the journey. Inspired by cartographers
of yesteryear and the explorers of tomorrow, this fleece banded
and cuffed beanie will aid your journey whether it’s over land,
across the sea, under rainbows or beyond to outer space. Sold
in three pack by color.

Black (Space)

Heather
Forest
Green

Fine acrylic.

Brown (Topo)

The fit and look of the Uniform upgraded with a micro fleece
liner for extra warmth. A traditionally cuffed beanie with a
custom embroidered patch at the side. Made in the USA.
Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Heather Grey
(Rainbow)

Heather
Navy

Black

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Dark
Heather
Red

Charcoal

The Parks
A roomy, chunky-knit cable beanie with herringbone woven
label that can be seen when cuffed or when worn long for a
slouchy fit. Sold in three pack by color.

Lavender
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Light Grey

The Knits
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Petrol

Chunky
mohair-like
wool/acrylic
blend.

Black
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The Uniform
A staple for everyday wear—a traditionally cuffed beanie with
a custom woven patch at the side. Offered in a rainbow of
classic marls and solid colors. Made in the USA. Sold in three
pack by color.

We are proud to introduce a special collaboration with Coal team rider Scott Stevens (aka
Sleepy Stevens). Scott snowboards with a style
that is anything but tired, turning heads with an
unprecedented level of creativity. Coal loves Scott
because he is the nicest human on Earth, making fast friends and new fans wherever he goes.
We have joined forces to create a special edition
of our Uniform beanie.

Charcoal

Black Marl

Americana

Burgundy

Solid Black

Fine acrylic.

Light Brown Marl

Forest Green
Marl

The Uniform SE
Based on our timeless Uniform beanie, the SE features extrawarm and iconic heathered rag wool for warmth, along with a
soft knitted acrylic yarn lining to keep the wool from itching your
head. Classic Uniform patch at the side and custom internal
label. Sleepy approved. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Black
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Natural

The Knits

Golden Heather

Olive Marl

Charcoal

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Wool poly
blend.
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Heather Navy

Heather Grey

Light Brown
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The Prey

The Scotty

Stay up with the owls or soar with the eagles in the morning.
Standard cuff styling, composed of the finest acrylic materials. Original Coal screaming eagle patch at side. Sold in three
pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

A brand favorite, thanks to its cozy and distressed pre-worn
appeal. Mid-weight rib knit beanie that can be worn cuffed or in
the modern slightly slouched style. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather Slate

Heather Slate

Heather Black

Heather Burgundy

Finelydistressed
acrylic.

Heather Olive

Black

Heather
Burgundy

The Burns
Our newest brimmed beanie, a fine knit cap with turned back
cuff and our custom leather Mount Rainer patch at side. Sold
in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Heather Navy

Heather Grey

The Longview
Dress this cable-knit beanie up or down. From the shipping yard
to the dinner party, this subtly fuzzy cap is sure to find its way
into your wardrobe. Modern cuff styling adorned with a custom
leather patch. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather Grey
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Heather Black
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Heather Navy
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Brick
Red

Navy

Grey

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Mohair-like
acrylic.

Black
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The Scout

The Lodge

This classic cuffed beanie with its marled rib knit and oldschool camp inspired suede patch is a must-have. Made in
the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Burnt
Orange

Burgundy

Black

Put on the Lodge and take a step back to simpler times. This
old school beanie features a finely knit moose pattern in novel
contrasting yarns. Made in the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Turquoise

Forest Green

The Thrift Knit

Crème

Petrol

Black

Royal Blue Marl

The Winters

Chunky, oversized beanie made with classic hand-knit details and silky acrylic slub yarn. Kind of like a sleeping bag
for your head, you are guaranteed to be cozy in the Thrift
Knit. Sold in three pack by color.

Burnt Orange

Americana

Fine acrylic.

A fresh novelty pattern adorns this beanie and serves as an
ode to winter. Woven label at rolled cuff edge. Made in the
USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Silky acrylic.

Grey

Olive

White

Charcoal

Fine acrylic.

Natural

Brick Red
Black

Grey

Black
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The Junior Beanie
Love was in the air so the Harbor beanie and Junior cap
got married. Shortly thereafter, the Junior Beanie was born.
Same great fit as the Harbor with the cool and subtle meritlike patches we’ve grown to love from the Junior. Sold in
three pack by color.

Black

Heather Grey

Charcoal

Fine acrylic.

Burgundy

The Crave
Cravings are addictive and so is a good beanie. Added to the
line for Fall 16, the Crave is adorned with some of our guilty
pleasures on the comfortable rib knit of our Standard beanie.
Sold in three pack by color.

Navy
(Pizza)

36
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Charcoal
(Beer)

Black
(Taco)

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Fine acrylic.

Athletic Blue
(Cake)
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The Harbor

The Freezin
Classic. Vintage. Old-school. Call it what you want, but this updated fine-knit beanie is made in honor of our favorite decade,
the ’80s. Sold in three pack by color.

Plum

Black

Natural

A comfy mid-weight beanie, knit with a 2-color rib texture
for an easy, modern fit. Woven label at bottom edge. Sold in
three pack by color.

Charcoal

Burgundy

Fine acrylic.

Heather Forest
Green
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Heather
Burgundy

Charcoal

Heather
Olive

The Vice

One part Harbor and one part Uniform, this classic cuffed
beanie is the perfect combo of fit and comfort. Sold in three
pack by color.

Heather Grey

Heather
Navy

Black

Black

The Standard

Russet

Fine acrylic.

Heather Grey

The Binary

Heather Navy

A traditional fine-knit beanie made versatile with two suede labels; wear it classically cuffed or unrolled for oversized modern
styling. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Heather Olive

Black

coalheadwear.com

You like pizza? Need something to wash that pizza down? Still
hungry? Eat a hot-dog. Grab this fine knit beanie, put it on and
have a good time. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Heather
Royal Blue
(Hot Dog)

Black
(Pizza)

Heather Grey
(Beer)

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Fine acrylic.

Charcoal
(Bacon)

coalheadwear.com
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The Team

The Frena

There is no “I” in “Team” nor “Coal”. Show your team spirit
with this classic fine-knit beanie. Can be worn unfolded for a
modern style or folded up for a classic look and fit. Updated
with a multi-colored pom pom. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Navy

Black

Crème

Everything you love about the FLT in a cuffed beanie with pom
at top. Tonal woven labels at side. Wear cuffed, wear unrolled,
either way it’s a classic. Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Khaki

40
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Fine acrylic.

Heather
Black

Khaki

The Pablo

Heather
Grey

The Coal Headwear legacy was built on this originator of the
“modern fit”. Heavy weight, fine-knit ribbed beanie that’s often
imitated but never duplicated. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Burgundy

Hunter
Green

coalheadwear.com

Navy

Mint

Pink

Fine acrylic.

Heather Slate

Charcoal

Heather Olive

Black

National

Petrol

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Rasta
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The Frena Solid

The Basic

The same modern fit as the Frena but in a rainbow of unique
solid colors. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Royal Blue

Purple

Heather
Mint

Heather
Pink

Fine rib-knit texture and woven herringbone label make this
the new standard in brimmed beanies. Sold in three
pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Heather
Olive

Heather
Grey

Charcoal

Black

The Stanley
A new classic you won’t find in a gas station. Coal’s updated
shallow fit with our herringbone woven label make for cuffed
or relaxed wearability. Made in the USA. Sold in three
pack by color.

Heather
Navy

Heather
Red

Heather
Brugundy

Neon
Orange

Olive

Mustard

Russet

Black

Charcoal

Heather
Grey

White

The Knits
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Fine acrylic.

Heather
Forest Green

Heather
Navy
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Fine acrylic.

Dark Heather
Red

Golden
Heather

Black

Heather
Olive

Charcoal

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection
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The FLT
One of our best selling unisex styles is this lightweight classic
perfect for year round, everyday wear. The double sided label
enables classic folded cuff style or modern, slightly oversized
fit. Sold in three pack by color.

Khaki
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Navy

Hunter
Green

Light
Brown

Burgundy

Athletic
Blue

Heather
Green

Black

Charcoal

Heather
Grey
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The Purcell HB
A Nordic inspired headband intricately hand knit in super
soft yarn. Fully fleeced lined for added warmth and finished
with a leather Coal label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Olive

Navy

Silky acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Heather
Grey

Charcoal

The Ellis HB
Fine gauge Merino wool headband with custom knit texture
detail, lined in soft microfleece and trimmed with a tonal
woven Coal herringbone label. Sold in three pack by color.

Brown

Heather
Grey

Fine Merino
wool with fleece
lining

Black

The Peters HB
A handmade crochet headband of chunky silky acrylic yarn
that is twisted with contrast colors and finished with a suede
label. Sold in three pack by color.

The Headbands

Navy
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Natural

Forest
Green

Black

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Silky acrylic.
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The Mesa Scarf
A sleek new addition to the Fall 16 scarf lineup. Flat knit,
streamlined construction featuring Merino wool. Sold individually by color.

Heather Grey

Black

Fine Merino
wool.

Brown

The Dylan Scarf
Clean color blocked styling, single layer rib knit scarf rendered
in the finest gauge acrylic. Woven herringbone label at scarf
end. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather Navy

Heather Burgundy

Fine acrylic.

Heather Black

The Jakob Scarf
An everyday basic, simple and clean single layer fine-gauge knit
scarf in solid and heathered colors. Signature woven label at
scarf end. Sold in three pack by color.

The Scarfs

Black
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Heather Slate
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The Taylor Fingerless Glove
A finely-finished classic fingerless glove with two-layer rib
cuff in soft lambswool. Tonal woven Coal herringbone label at
opening. Sold individually by color.

Lambswool
blend.

The Gloves

Olive

Charcoal

Heather Grey

Navy

The Woodsmen Glove
A convertible mitten top fingerless glove with full thumb, custom metal button detail and Coal herringbone woven label.
Sold in three pack by color.

Navy

Our classic lambswool full fingered glove with touch screen compatible finger
tips at the thumb, index and middle fingers. Finished with ribbed cuff and
tonal Coal woven herringbone label. Sold individually by color.

Black
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Black

The Connors Fingerless Glove

The Randle Glove

Navy

Charcoal

Fine acrylic.

Charcoal

coalheadwear.com

Classic mid-weight fingerless glove in time-tested colors. Sold
in three pack by color.

Lambswool.

Hunter Green

Black

Fine acrylic.

Heather Grey
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The Women’s Collection
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The Hazel

A women’s hat with an asymmetrical peaked crown and
an accompanying dose of confidence. Lovely double layer
ribbon headband, finished with a soft hand tied bow and
metal Coal emblem. Constructed in the USA with the finest
crushable wool felt, this hat is not for the faint of heart. Sold
individually by color / by size.

Crushable wool felt.
Available in S
(56.5cm) and M
(58.5cm)

Silver

Navy

The Simone

Our custom cloche-inspired hat with a dramatic, asymmetrical brim. Made from felted wool, trimmed with braided
cording and a nickel metal label at side. Made in USA. Sold
individually by color / by size.

Crushable wool felt.
Available in OSFM
(57cm)

The Women’s Hats

Brown

Black
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The Horizon

A classic Coal piece reinvented, this wide brim fedora is
comprised of crushable wool felt in rich saturated hues, with
a double layered grosgrain ribbon band. Finished with a
metal Coal emblem at side. Made in the USA. Sold individually by color / by size.

Crushable wool felt.
Available in S (56.5cm),
M (58cm), and L
(60cm)

Forest Green

The Howell

Available in S (55cm)
M (57cm) and L (59cm)

Khaki

The finest short brim fedora with a classic pinch front, made
of heathered, crushable wool felt. Wrapped with a cotton
cord headband and metal emblem at side. Made in USA.
Sold individually by color / by size.

Brown

Crushable wool felt.
Available in S (55cm), M
(57cm), and L (59cm)

The Lee

A wide brim fedora utilizing our custom block, fashioned
in wool felt. Outfitted with a leather cord that wraps
around as a headband and continues through to function
as a chin cord. Finished with our metal label at side. Sold
individually by color / by size.

Wool felt.
Available in M (57cm)
and L (59cm)

Olive

Heather Black
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Crushable wool felt.

Black

Black

The Drifter

Introducing an all new fedora that is bound to have heads
turning. We utilized a timeless upturned brim silhouette,
ultra-wearable wool colors and trimmed it minimally with
our classic lapel style pin. Made in the USA. Sold individually by color / by size.

The Women’s Hats

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Heather Black
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The Harper

An elegant hat fit for a queen. A rounded crown is complemented by a floppy brim, lovingly crafted from wool felt.
Wrapped with a cotton cord headband and metal coin label
at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Wool felt.
Available in S (56cm)
and M (57m)

Navy

Charcoal

The Harmon

The Harmon is as stylish as they come, featuring a pinch
front with a subtle grosgrain ribbon headband. Finished with
a metal logo emblem at side. Sold individually by color / by
size.

Wool felt.
Available in M (57cm)
and L (59cm)

Heather Grey

Heather Brown
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The Walker
A beautifully knit beanie, it should actually be called heaven
for your head. Super soft, 100% cashmere yarn is expertly
knit into the coziest, cuffed beanie. Finished with our metal
emblem at the crown. Sold individually by color.

Black

Cashmere.

Heather
Grey

The Taylor
Our innovative style featuring our original whipstitch detail at
back. When worn it sits back on your head for a truly modern
fit. Cast in a heathered tweed yarn and trimmed with our signature herringbone woven side label. Sold individually by color.

Charcoal

Heather
Grey

Olive

Lambswool
blend.

Navy

The Sophie
A warm and fuzzy addition for Fall Winter 16, the Sophie is
knit in super soft boucle yarn. A textural cable pattern dances
across the outside, ultra warm fleece lines the inside. Finished
off with a fluffy pom pom and a brushed metal label at side.
Sold in three pack by color.

The Women’s Knits

Crème
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Mohair blend
with fleece
band.

Heather
Grey

Purple

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection
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The Edward

The Britta

A heavy gauge rib knit beanie is softened up with super
warm American mohair yarn. Wear cuffed for a sharp look,
or unroll for added warmth over your ears. Classic Coal woven label at side. Sold individually by color.

Black

Brown

Mohair acrylic
blend.

Heather Grey

A new ladies’ Nordic-inspired beanie fully lined in fleece for
ultimate warmth. A novel snowflake pattern knit in a mohairlike texture accents the allover soft and silky acrylic. Pom pom
at top with woven Coal label at bottom edge. Sold in three pack
by color.

Khaki

The Rose

Charcoal

Khaki

What may appear like a conventional Nordic pattern is the perfect foil for a cheeky surprise. Cute cat and bear shapes hide
among the traditional knit motifs. Cast in soft and fuzzy wool
acrylic blend. Trimmed with a metal coal emblem at side. Sold
in three pack by color.

Silky acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Slate

Black

The Sweater
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Heather
Burgundy

The Women’s Knits
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Burgundy

Lilac

Wool blend.

Black

The Ruby

A sweater for your noggin, only better. Intricately knit pattern
with cables at top and softly ribbed stripes. Fully lined in super
soft fleece, trimmed with a pom pom at top and nickel metal
label at side. Sold in three pack by color. Sold in three
pack by color.

Heather
Grey

Burgundy

The Osa

Your grandma’s wallpaper knit into silky and soft yarn.
Beautifully detailed flowers are lovingly knit into this fleece
lined beanie. A fluffy pom pom perches at the top. Sold in
three pack by color.

Dark Teal

Heather Grey

Black

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Heather
Black

Crème

coalheadwear.com

A warm and wooly rib knit beanie. Mohair and wool fibers are
spun into multidimensional colors. Classic Coal woven label at
side. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Teal

Red

Heather Grey

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Wool/Mohair
blend.

Navy
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The Soma

The Asher
Merino wool has been finely spun into softly textured boucle
yarn. The finished yarn is lovingly knit into a slighly slouchy
beanie—a refined yarn in a relaxed silhouette. Rich autumn
hues and everyday staple colors make this an ultra cozy and
ultra wearable style. Sold in three pack by color.

Gold

Brick Red

Crème

A slouchy, oversized beanie knit in a super soft waffle pattern. Featuring our original whipstitch detail at back for that
perfect fit. Finished with our suede label at side. Sold in
three pack by color.

Merino blend.

Teal

Black

Fuzzy and soft mohair blend yarn is cast into a classic geometric pattern. Rib cuff at hem and pom pom at top. Trimmed
with a metal label at the side. Sold in three pack by color.

Charcoal

Mint

Crème

Heather Grey
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Berry

Mohair-like
acrylic.

Heather
Grey

Black

The Cameron

An old school, logoed and cuffed beanie, fully lined in fleece
for cold weather comfort. Custom Coal logo artwork and rib
cuff. Can be worn rolled or unrolled for a slouchy fit. Sold in
three pack by color.

Pink

Mustard

Waffle knit beanie updated with a two-color twisted yarn. An
oversized pom pom at top and the option to wear it cuffed
or unrolled sets this beanie apart from the rest. Sold in three
pack by color.

Mohair/acrylic
blend.

The Kelso

Heather
Burgundy

Navy

The Kate

The Olive

Black

Black

Fine acrylic.

Grey

Black

coalheadwear.com

A beanie with a distinctly layered look, featuring drop-stitch
details for a looser, slouchy fit. Knit in all new finely heathered
yarn, bringing dimension to this timeless style. Sold in three
pack by color.

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Plum

Khaki

Grey

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Cotton/wool
blend.

Black
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The Waffle (W)

The Rosa

Our original hand-crocheted, waffle-knit beanie crafted of
soft and silky yarn. Features a slightly scaled-down yet
modern size and fleece banding to keep your ears warm.
Sold in three pack by color.

A timeless Coal original. Silky and fabulous yarn knit into a
chunky cable pattern, with pom pom and rib finish. Sold in
three pack by color.

Silky acrylic
with fleece
band.

Neon Peach

Light Grey

Mint

Bright Purple

Electric Purple

Sea Foam

Black

Creme

Silky acrylic.

Fuschia

Black

The Coco
An ultra-plush, oversized rib knit beanie in exclusive spacedyed slub yarn. Sold in three pack by color.

Mohair-like
acrylic.

The Pia
Silky yarn with a bit of shine is reverse knit into an oversized
and carefree silhouette. Our nickel metal emblem sets off the
subtle metallic sheen of the yarn. Sold in three pack by color.

Confetti

Plum
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Purple
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Charcoal

Brick Red

Petrol

Black

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Acrylic wool
blend

Crème
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The Parks

The Thrift Knit

A roomy, chunky-knit cable beanie with herringbone woven
label that can be seen when cuffed or when worn long for a
slouchy fit. Sold in three pack by color.

Lavender

Petrol

Light Grey

Chunky, oversized beanie made with classic hand-knit
details and silky acrylic slub yarn. Kind of like a sleeping bag
for your head, you are guaranteed to be cozy in the Thrift
Knit. Sold in three pack by color.

Chunky
mohair-like
wool/acrylic
blend.

Black

Burnt Orange

A warm and woolen ladies’ version of the FLT. Soft wool
blend yarn with a heathered color effect is knit into a soft
jersey stitch. Classic coal woven label at side. Sold in three
pack by color.

Lambswool.

A brand favorite, thanks to its cozy and distressed pre-worn
appeal. Mid-weight rib knit beanie that can be worn cuffed
or in the modern slightly slouched style. Sold in three pack
by color.
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Black
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Grey

Americana

Black

Fine acrylic.

Royal Blue Marl

The Winters

The Scotty

Heather
Burgundy

Black

Put on the Lodge and take a step back to simpler times.
This old school beanie features a finely knit moose pattern in
novel contrasting yarns. Made in the USA. Sold in three pack
by color.

Turquoise

Purple

Heather
Slate

Brick Red

The Lodge

The Lauren

Charcoal

Crème

Petrol

Silky acrylic.

Heather
Olive

Heather
Navy

coalheadwear.com

Finelydistressed
acrylic.

Heather
Grey

A fresh novelty pattern adorns this beanie and serves as an
ode to winter. Woven label at rolled cuff edge. Made in the
USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Charcoal

White

Natural

Olive

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Grey
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Fine acrylic.

Black
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The Freezin

The Dottie
The Dottie is a cuffed beanie covered in adorable knit-in
dots. Cast in fun contrasting colors, the Dottie is too cute to
ignore. Soft acrylic with multi color pom pom. Sold in three
pack by color.

Purple

Charcoal

Blue

Classic. Vintage. Old-school. Call it what you want, but this
updated fine-knit beanie is made in honor of our favorite
decade, the ’80s. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Heather
Grey

Crème

Plum

Natural

Fine acrylic.

Black

The Dina
Lady omnivores and carnivores alike are invited to rock the coolest beanie since the Jurassic era. A knit in dinosaur pattern and
multicolor pom pom make this beanie anything but basic. Wear
cuffed or unrolled and slouchy. Sold in three pack by color.

Burgundy

Turquoise

Black

Fine acrylic.

White

The Crave
Cravings are addictive and so is a good beanie. Added to the
line for Fall 16, the Crave is adorned with some of our guilty
pleasures on the comfortable rib knit of our Standard beanie.
Sold in three pack by color.

Navy
(Pizza)
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Charcoal
(Beer)

The Women’s Knits
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Black
(Taco)

Fine acrylic.

Athletic Blue
(Cake)
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The Mel

The Julietta

Suit up ladies: your Uniform is here. This softly knit, cuffed
beanie features a new women’s specific patch and just a
slightly shorter fit compared to the Uniform. Sold in three
pack by color.

Evergreen

Black

Crème

Our best selling women’s beanie, and it’s no wonder. The
Julietta is an incredibly soft, fine-knit, modern oversized
beanie that looks and feels amazing. Trimmed with a suede
label at the side. Sold in three pack by color.

Super soft
acrylic.

Cashmerelike acrylic.

Plum
Turquoise

Coral

Charcoal

Crème

Burgundy

Navy

Evergreen

Black

Lavender

Mint

Melon

Light Grey

The Pablo
Everything you love about the FLT in a cuffed beanie with
pom at top. Tonal woven labels at side. Wear cuffed, wear
unrolled, either way it’s a classic. Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Heather Grey

Khaki
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Fine acrylic.

Petrol
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The Purcell HB
A Nordic inspired headband intricately hand knit in super
soft yarn. Fully fleeced lined for added warmth and finished
with a leather Coal label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Grey

Charcoal

Olive

Silky acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Navy

The Britta HB
An all new ladies’ Nordic-inspired headband fully lined in
fleece for ultimate warmth. A novel snowflake pattern knit
in contrasting mohair-like texture and soft and silky acrylic
yarns. Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Khaki

Heather Grey

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Burgundy

The Greer HB
An oversized cable adorns this chunky hand-knit headband.
Two different colors of silky yarn are twisted together with a
hint of shine. Nickel metal label at side. Sold in three pack
by color.

The Women’s Headbands

Brick Red
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Petrol

Black
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Acrylic wool
blend

Crème
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The Peters HB

The Ellis HB
Fine gauge Merino wool headband with custom knit texture
detail, lined in soft microfleece and trimmed with a tonal
woven Coal herringbone label. Sold in three pack by color.

Brown

Black

A handmade crochet headband of chunky silky acrylic yarn
that is twisted with contrast colors and finished with a suede
label. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine Merino
wool with fleece
lining

Forest
Green

Heather
Grey

Natural

Black

Silky acrylic.

Navy

The Olive HB
Fuzzy and soft mohair blend yarn is cast into a geometric
pattern. Classic headband fit. Trimmed with a metal label at
the side. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Grey

Charcoal

Mint

Mohair/acrylic
blend.

Black

The Cameron HB
Bringing together the best elements of the Cameron beanie
in a classic headband style. Super soft heathered yarn is knit
into a new sophisticated waffle-like texture, and fully lined
in fleece to keep your ears extra warm. Leather label at side.
Sold in three pack by color.

Plum
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Khaki

The Women’s Headbands
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Grey
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Cotton/wool
blend with
fleece lining.

Black
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The Madison Scarf
A sumptuous eternity scarf in a cozy, open knit pattern.
Fashioned in soft two-color twisted yarn and soft suede label.
Sold in three pack by color.

Crème

Mohair-like
acrylic.

Heather Black

Heather Grey

Berry

The Julietta Eternity Scarf
An incredibly soft fine-knit eternity scarf for everyday comfort
and wear. Perfect for complementing your outfit while keeping out the cold; wear alone or as the ideal pairing with the
Julietta beanie. Sold in three pack by color.

Cashmerelike acrylic.

The Women’s Scarfs
Charcoal
Navy

Crème

Black
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The Kate Mitten
Heads everywhere loved the Kate beanie so much that
hands around the world got jealous. To appease appendages
everywhere, we made the Kate mitten in the same waffle
knit, then added a pop top because who doesn’t love having
options? Sold in three pack by color.

Mohair-like
acrylic.

The Women’s Gloves & Mittens

Berry

Crème

Black

Heather Grey

The Taylor Fingerless Glove
A finely-finished classic fingerless glove with two-layer rib
cuff in soft lambswool. Tonal woven Coal herringbone label at
opening. Sold individually by color.

Charcoal

Light Grey
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Olive

A fingerless glove with convertible mitten top that adds a
layer of warmth on chilly days. Wood button detail and suede
label at cuff. Sold in three pack by color.

Lambswool.

Plum

Black

Navy

The Cameron Glove

The Woods Glove
Our fine gauge lambswool knit into a full fingered glove for
women. Patented touch screen compatible finger tips at the
thumb, index and middle fingers. Finished with folded rib
cuff and nickel metal label. Sold individually by color.

Heather Grey

Lambswool
blend.

Khaki

Grey

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection

Wool blend.

Black
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The Technical Collection
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Hailing from the frozen hills of Minnesota, Coal
Ambassador Joe Sexton knows that winter’s no
joke. With his preferred activities (snowboarding and fishing) in mind, Joe worked with us to
create an all new hood that keeps Mother Nature
out when she’s at her worst. Don’t get caught
lunkering or lurking without one!

The Fleece Hood SE
This fleece hood will shield you from the most adverse
weather conditions. Cover your face, neck and head with the
allover cozy softness of double-sided fleece. Breath easy while
protecting your face with an extra panel made of grid fleece
material. Stay dry with the waterproof panels at the top and
back outside layer of the hood. Adjust the fit around your face
with the stretch drawcord. Sold in three pack by color.

Polyester fleece,
waterproof poly
twill and poly
grid fleece.

The Hoods

Burnt Orange
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The Warm Up
Back to the bench, balaclavas! This oversized hood/neck gaiter
combo is starting this winter season. This hood hybrid has
stretch knit fabric with an extra soft inside, sweatshirt style
drawcord, and a contoured shaped bottom for optimum fit. A
real utility player, the Warm Up can be worn a variety of ways
and showcases our custom patch. Sold in three pack by color.

Stretch
polyester.

Grey

Black

The Fleece Hood
Wear it up, wear it down, and wear it around. The oversized
fleece hood with adjustable drawcord has a warm double
sided fleece construction and fits comfortably over a helmet,
cap or beanie. Sold in three pack by color.

Plum

Navy

86

The Hoods
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Polyester
fleece.

Black
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The U.H.B.
The Under-Helmet or Under-Hat Balaclava. Continuing with our
updated, more comfortable fit. The top panel is a lightweight,
stretch, moisture wicking polyester fabric in solid black or prints.
Warm micro-tech fleece lower panel is outfitted with a heat
debossed logo and laser cut holes for increased breathability.
Sold in three pack by color.

The Balaclavas

Plum

Burnt
Orange

Forest
Green

Polyester
fleece, stretch
polyester
upper.

Black

The B.E.B.
The Best-Ever Balaclava, made from double-sided single
layer micro-tech fleece with flat seam construction and heat
debossed logo. Laser cut openings at the nose and mouth area
create better breathability. Sold in three pack by color.

Polyester
fleece.

The U.H.B. +
Back in action, this under helmet compatible balaclava will
help you weather the storm. Based on our classic U.H.B. but
made of 3 strategically placed technical fabrics. Lightweight
moisture wicking, stretch polyester at top panel. Windproof
panels at sides are breathable and water resistant. Grid
fleece at front for extra breathability. Finished with our
classic Coal label at hem. Sold in three pack by color.

Windproof stretch
poly nylon, stretch
polyester, polyester
grid fleece.

Grey

Navy

Black

The Flex
Updated for Fall 16 with all new technical fabrics. Lightweight
moisture wicking body features a super soft underside throughout, lined with moisture wicking mesh at front for more moisture
pulling power where you need it the most. The articulated shape
of this face mask optimizes the flexibility and coverage… They
don’t call ‘em The Flex for nothing. Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Black
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Stretch
polyester,
moisture
wicking
mesh.

High
Desert
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The B.E.B. Light +

The Merino Clava

A single layer balaclava made of moisture wicking grid fleece
fabric. This balaclava is warm and protective while being
lightweight and breathable. Contoured shape for optimum fit
and classic Coal label at hem. Sold in three pack by color.

A double layer knit balaclava made of extra-fine Merino wool.
With Merino’s naturally insulating and moisture wicking
properties, this balaclava will keep you warm and dry during
chilly winter days. Sold in three pack by color.

Polyester grid
fleece.

Charcoal

Fine Merino
wool.

Black

The Knit Clava
Full on coverage for whatever Mother Nature throws your
way. Fine-knit facemask in super soft acrylic with contrast
eye opening and a new logo embroidery. Sold in three pack
by color.

Fine acrylic.

Black

The B.E.B. Light
Our single layer balaclava, updated for Fall 16 with a new
lightweight, moisture wicking, stretch fabric with a super
soft underside. Perfect under a helmet, beanie or other face
mask for ultimate layering comfort. Available in an assortment of custom-made artwork and classic solid black. Coal
label at hem. Sold in three pack by color.

Stretch
polyester.

Charcoal

Heather Navy

Heather Burgundy

Black

Russet

Heather Forest Green

High Desert
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Flowers
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The M.K.T.
An extra fine merino wool neck gaiter: the Merino Knit Tube.
Since merino is naturally insulating and moisture wicking, this
neck warmer will keep you dry and warm during harsh winter
days. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather Red

Fine Merino
wool.

Heather Grey

Black

The M.T.T.
The Micro Tech Tube is one of our lightest weight neck warmers. Updated for Fall 16 with new performance fabric that not
only has excellent moisture wicking but also has a super soft
underside. This single layer gaiter features a contoured shape
that provides a comfortable fit and ultimate coverage. Choose
from classic black or highly detailed, built in house prints. Sold
in three pack by color.

Stretch
polyester.

The Gaiters

Mountain
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The Tube

The M.T.F. Gaiter

What’s extra long and stretchy all over? The Tube. Updated for
Fall 16 with a moisture wicking and antibacterial performance
fabric, this single layer neck gaiter is a perfect additional layer to
keeping you warm, dry and totally tubular! Keeping things fresh
in all new printed patterns, or standard black for endless layering possibilities. Sold in three pack by color.

Flag

Spicy

Black

Ideal warmth in a clean and timeless design. Made from two
layers of single-sided micro-tech fleece, with stretch seam
construction and a contrast color embroidered logo. Sold in
three pack by color.

Stretch
polyester.

Polyester
fleece.

Lure

The V-NECK Gaiter
This longstanding Coal classic has proven performance and
wearability. Micro-tech fleece with flat seam construction and
bandana-style hem shape. Vibrant and classic solid colors with
all over heat-debossed branding as well as a new navy nordic
pattern, and all new buffalo plaid. Sold in three pack by color.

Plaid

Heather Grey

Orange

Light Blue

Polyester
fleece.

Navy

Dark Red

Charcoal

Magenta

Orange

Light Blue

Light Purple

Heather Grey

Black

Forest Green

Black

Navy
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The Frena NW
The ultimate knitted neck warmer, inspired by our favorite
heavy weight, fine-knit ribbed beanie. Works as a cozy neck
gaiter as well as pulled up to keep the chin and face warm.
Sold in three pack by color.

National

Charcoal

Black

Fine acrylic.

Purple

The FLT NW
Super soft yarn just like the FLT beanies, knit into a classic
neck warmer. Great worn as a traditional neck gaiter or up
over the face for extra protection. Finished with a woven label
at the bottom edge. Sold in three pack by color.

Burgundy
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The Tracker

Navy

Our fitted earflap five panel with an oh-so-classy leather patch.
Warm quilted flannel lines the body and earflaps. Ties allow you to
wear the flaps up and out of the way or secured under your chin for
warmth. Sold individually by color / by size.

Nylon with wool
blend flannel.
M (57.5cm) and
L (60cm)

Black

Olive

The Pinnacle

When there’s a nip in the air, put something toasty on your head.
This fully insulated earflap hat features a velcro chin strap, a soft,
brushed microfiber outer, and a chill new mountain patch Sir
Edmund Hillary would be jealous of. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
OSFM

The Tech Caps
Blue

Charcoal

Black
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The Sierra
Not in the biathlon? That’s fine! Keep your head warm and look
sporting with the Sierra. A double-sided fleece skull cap that
comes in black and grey. If you’re prone to the cold, check the
extra soft/fuzzy wine colorway. Sold in three pack by color.

Polyester
fleece.

The Tech Beanies & Headband

Wine

Grey

Black

The Mesa
This ultra fine knit merino beanie will keep you cozy at your
cabin, or stylish downtown. Can be worn cuffed or unrolled,
with a woven label at side. Sold individually by color.

Brown

Climbing every mountain? Sailing every sea? These are technical endeavors that call for technical headwear. This lightweight,
moisture wicking skull cap sports a super soft underside. Stylish
enough to wear solo, or layer under a helmet. Both colorways
completed with a screen print logo at side- a reflective print on
black and a contrast orange text on our custom high desert camo
pattern. Sold in three pack by color.
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Fine gauge Merino wool headband with custom knit texture
detail, lined in soft microfleece and trimmed with a tonal woven
Coal herringbone label. Sold in three pack by color.

Stretch
polyester.

Heather
Grey

Black
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Black

The Ellis HB

The Apex

High
Desert

Heather
Grey

Fine Merino
wool.

coalheadwear.com

Black

Fine Merino
wool with
fleece lining

Brown
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Polyester Grid Fleece
Our polyester grid fleece is used in the BEB Light +,
as well as at the face panels of the Fleece Hood SE
and UHB +. This specially made material features
plush inside fleece pile of all over squares. The grid
pattern around the fleece is a lightweight jersey knit
which allows for better air circulation and breathability while the fleece component keeps the face warm
and protected.

Technical Materials Glossary

Stretch Polyester
We have a diverse range of stretch polyester fabrics
throughout the Technical Accessories Collection.
This fabric has been strategically placed in styles to
optimize the fit and function. The top panels of the
UHB and UHB+ utilize our classic moisture wicking
stretch polyester, it is flexible and lightweight, allowing it to fit well under a helmet or beanie. For the
Flex Balaclava, BEB Light and MTT we have sourced
an all-new stretch polyester fabric, it is moisture
wicking like seasons past but it also has an extra
soft fleece like underside for increased comfort. The
Tube is made of stretch polyester that is lighter in
weight compared to the other styles, and features an
ultra-smooth fabric finish on both sides. The Tube is
also moisture wicking and antibacterial. The stretch
polyester used in the Warm Up has a lofty, fleece like
inside that is super soft to keep you extra cozy and
warm.

Waterproof Polyester Twill

Polyester Fleece
Warm and insulating polyester fleece is used in a variety of our technical accessories to keep you bundled
during the cold winter days. Fleece offers many of the
same insulating properties of wool with out the weight
or skin sensitivity associated with wool products. Our
fleece styles are built to be ultra warm and to also
work layered with other styles.
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The Fleece Hood SE utilizes stretch polyester twill with
a waterproof coating on the upper and back panels of
the hood. This material is placed to repel rain and snow
from the head, while still having all the comfort of the
fleece on the inside.

coalheadwear.com

Windproof Stretch
Polyester Nylon
This super tech fabric is used on the side panels
of the UHB +. The fabric placement is to ensure
protection of the ears, neck and face. The fabric’s
smooth woven outer is backed in a soft micro pile
fleece for warmth and comfort, while the fabric’s
breathable, windproof and water resistant properties
work to keep moisture under control and the
elements out. The features of this fabric are optimal
for adventure at higher elevations or those extra
stormy days.

Moisture Wicking Fabrics
The technical collection has many styles utilizing
moisture wicking technology. The wicking properties
of each fabric helps absorb or draw off liquid by capillary action; once absorption occurs the moisture is
spread out across the fabric so that the material dries
faster. This will help keep your moisture levels regulated on both hot and sweaty days or super wet ones.

Moisture Wicking Mesh
For additional performance there is an added moisture wicking mesh lining at the inside front panel
of the Flex. The open structure of the mesh allows
for better breathability and air circulation, and the
moisture wicking feature ensures water and sweat
control.

Antibacterial Fabrics
An antibacterial property is built into the stretch polyester fabric used for the Tube and exists naturally in
Merino wool. These fabrics are resistant to mold and
bacteria growth, which reduces odors and maintains
freshness. The styles utilizing these materials have
increased longevity because mold and bacterial
growth is controlled preventing degradation of the
product.

Merino Wool
Merino wool helps to normalize body temperatures by
supplying warmth without being too hot and by wicking moisture. Merino wool is water absorbent like other
natural fibers, however even when wet it holds onto
heat, therefore you won’t get cold after getting soaked
from rain or sweat. Merino contains Lanolin, which has
antibacterial properties. With its naturally insulating,
moisture wicking and antibacterial assets Merino wool
is an exceptional choice for performance fabric.

Fine Acrylic
Fine acrylic yarn is both durable and soft. Acrylic is a
great alternative to wool; it is non-itchy but like wool
is very warm and can be used in variety of different
types of styles.

Fall / Winter 2016 Collection
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Double-sided Freestanding Rack

Wire Shelf

Single Hat Display

All new double-sided freestanding rack with metal frame, custom grid wall inserts with
interior panel, mirror header and self-leveling feet.

Wire shelf with branded bamboo badge can be
used on slatwall, mounted to any flat surface or
in conjunction with our freestanding rack.

Displays woven hats, caps and knits.

Can accommodate our original POP rack, slat wall hanger, wire shelf or a combination
for multiple merchandising options.

5.5" x 5.5" base / 14cm x 14cm

22" W x 14" D / 55.8cm W x 35.5cm D

Leg assembly can easily convert rack into a single-sided unit making
merchandising in small spaces or against a wall possible.
65" H x 28" W x 26" D / 165.1cm H x 75.1cm W x 66cm D

Inflatable Hat Display
Displays woven hats, caps and knits.
7" x 6" base / 18cm x 15.25cm

Original POP Rack

Slat Wall Hanger

Holds up to 20 beanies and can be used on slat
wall, mounted to any flat surface or in conjunction
with our freestanding rack.

11" long hanger with branded bamboo end that
can be used on slat wall or on our
freestanding display.

23.75" w / 60.3cm
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Double-sided Freestanding Rack Merchandising Examples
Our all new double sided rack has an infinite number of
display options. Utilize both sides or as a single-sided fixture
against a wall. Combine with our display accessories for
unlimited possibilities.
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Glossary

Appreciation

USA Wool Felt
Our US-made wool felt hats are from a manufacturer
that has been around for over 100 years. They have
perfected the art of making wool felt fedoras, bowlers
and other highly crafted headwear. The wool they use
comes from Texas and goes through a rigorous process where the raw wool is first formed into loose cone
shaped bodies. From there the cones are treated with
pressure and hot water repeatedly; this combination
of the pressure and heat begins to felt the wool fibers.
The felt becomes tighter and denser as the process
continues. Once the bodies are ready for use they are
blocked by hand, the brims trimmed and shaped, and
the final trims, lining and labeling applied.

USA Mohair Acrylic
The USA made Mohair/Acrylic blend is a blend of two
wonderful fibers. Mohair is a silk-like fiber made from
the hair of the Angora goat. Known for its luster and
sheen, mohair has great insulating properties, adding warmth to the finished yarn. Acrylic is incredibly
versatile, bringing strength and malleability to the yarn.
When spun together, these fibers create a yarn that
lends itself well to a variety of styles.

Cashmere
Our cashmere comes from goats that reside in the
mountainous plateaus of Mongolia. At this high
altitude and in the harsh weather conditions, the goat
grows a thick coat of soft hair that— compared to
other fibers— has more insulating power, providing
warmth without weight and bulk. The cost of cashmere comes from limited supply and the difficulty to
gather the fleece.

Merino wool
Merino is an amazing yarn with the ability to be both
refined in look and tough in performance. Merino
wool is not only finer and softer than other wool, it
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also has technical properties akin to what most people
look for in synthetic performance fibers, such as wicking and insulation.

Lambswool
Lambswool is different from other wool in that wool
fibers are shorter, making them softer. Lambswool characteristically is plush and more silky in-hand, compared
to other wool, making it a great fiber for beanies.

Thanks to everyone who helped make Coal
possible over the last thirteen years!
Credits
Product & Lifestyle Photography:

Silky Acrylic

Mark Welsh / markwelshphoto.com

Silky acrylic differs from regular acrylic, in that during
the yarn spinning process it goes through additional
steps to impart the yarn with amazing softness, a silky
texture, and a bit of sheen.

Bob Plumb
Austen Sweetin
Darrell Mathes

USA Made Products
We are proud to make a variety of our products with
US based suppliers, from beanies to beautifully
crafted wool felt hats to fun embroidered patches. Our
vendors have shared their time-honored techniques
and expertise, providing us the opportunity to make
top quality products in the United States.

Special Edition (SE)
The letters SE are peppered throughout the collection.
They identify styles that are special projects with some
of our favorite people. We have partnered with team
riders, artists, photographers and craftsmen to create
unique styles that capture our combined influences.

This logo throughout our catalog indicates a Coal
Considered style. Considered pieces are classically
inspired with a modern twist, where no detail is
overlooked. In our Fall & Winter 2016 Collections we
are excited to introduce new limited edition collaborations, as well as innovative designs and fine materials,
from domestic wool felt to the finest cashmere.

coalheadwear.com

Lifestyle Photography:

Trademark
Coal is a registered trademark
of Coal Headwear LLC.

Sustainability
Coal promotes sustainable development
through the use of recycled products,
natural fibers and biodegradable
materials.

Offices
2700 West Commodore Way
Seattle, WA 98199 USA
Ph 206 632 1601
Fx 206 932 0543
coalheadwear.com
info@coalheadwear.com
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